An optimization method for condition based maintenance (CBM) of aircraft fleet considering prognostics uncertainty is proposed. The CBM and dispatch process of aircraft fleet is analyzed first, and the alternative strategy sets for single aircraft are given. Then, the optimization problem of fleet CBM with lower maintenance cost and dispatch risk is translated to the combinatorial optimization problem of single aircraft strategy. Remain useful life (RUL) distribution of the key line replaceable Module (LRM) has been transformed into the failure probability of the aircraft and the fleet health status matrix is established. And the calculation method of the costs and risks for mission based on health status matrix and maintenance matrix is given. Further, an optimization method for fleet dispatch and CBM under acceptable risk is proposed based on an improved genetic algorithm. Finally, a fleet of 10 aircrafts is studied to verify the proposed method. The results shows that it could realize optimization and control of the aircraft fleet oriented to mission success.
Introduction
Prognostic and health management (PHM) technology has a rapid development and been widely used in aeronautical equipment in recent years. The failure position and remain useful life (RUL) of equipment could be predicted by PHM. Further, it can be used in aircraft condition based maintenance (CBM) [1] . However, due to the uncertainty of prognostics, there are certain risks in the maintenance decisions based on the prediction of RUL [2, 3] .
The aircraft usually performs mission in fleet manner and shares limited support resource. So, there will be a tradeoff range for fleet CBM. This means each aircraft can choose strategy among dispatching strategy, standby strategy, and maintenance strategy or their combination when the RUL has been obtained, and the synthetic strategy for fleet (combination of each aircraft's strategy) should meet the mission requirement.
There are three forms of RUL in PHM, and each form includes some uncertainty. First is the point value of the time of potential failure. Second is the interval value of the time of potential failure [4] [5] [6] [7] . Third is the RUL distribution of the device [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The third form has the maximum information and the highest availability but is the most difficult in acquisition and application.
Two methods can be used in reducing the impact of prognostics uncertainty on CBM decision. One is to reduce the uncertainty of failure prediction directly so that the decision risk will decrease [13] [14] [15] . The other one is to take the prediction uncertainty into account and make the optimum decision under acceptable risk [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Because the uncertainty of failure prediction could not be completely eliminated, the latter is more useful in engineering applications.
Most research about RUL for CBM is about the life cycle maintenance optimization decisions on single aircraft and researchers would rather consider the maintenance decisions than think about the mission requirements and the dispatched strategy. The research on fleet CBM oriented to mission successes is few. Agent technology and the heuristic algorithm are used to fleet CBM in article [22, 23] , but sample point values of RUL were used only. An optimal aircraft fleet CBM method for aviation unit maintenance is proposed in the paper considering dispatch, mission, and resource constraints. Moreover, the RUL distribution of the key LRM has been transformed into the failure probability of the aircraft, and the calculation method of the costs and risks for mission is given. Then, an optimization decision making method for fleet dispatch and CBM under acceptable risk is proposed based on an improved genetic algorithm.
Analysis of Aircraft Fleet CBM

Basic Process Analysis.
Consider an aircraft fleet containing aircrafts and integrated support stations (ISS) facing continuous combat missions ( < ), in which a single mission requires aircrafts ( ≤ ). Each aircraft contains LRMs of which RUL can be estimated. The mission preparation period starts at time 0 , while the mission period is from time 1 to 2 . The basic process of the fleet CBM decisions, which is mission success oriented, is given in Figure 1 . There are two kinds of single strategies (keeping standby and dispatching) and two kinds of mixed strategies (dispatching after maintenance and standby after maintenance) before making synthesized decision. The fleet CBM decisions consist of these single strategies that should meet the requirements of missions, cost, and risk.
Assumptions.
The basic assumptions of the problem are listed below in order to define the problem.
(1) The aircraft fails when any key LRM fails.
(2) The RUL distribution of LRM which is given at the time 0 is ( ) of which probability density function is ( ).
(3) Assume the maintenance method of the LRM is renew, which means the LRM will be as good as new after maintenance, considering the field maintenance of aviation unit maintenance.
(4) Only one aircraft can be repaired in each ISS simultaneously. But the total number of the aircraft maintenance may be more than one from the time 0 to 1 .
(5) Different LRM in the same aircraft can be replaced at the same time for renew is served as a maintenance method.
(6) The maintenance cost of the different LRM varied while the same LRM cost is the same. The maintenance cost of the LRM on class is .
(7) Each aircraft malfunction will cause the mission to fail when the fleet is on mission. The consequences of the economic loss will not be taken into consideration.
(8) Spare parts are plentiful.
Modeling Method to Aircraft Fleet CBM Considering Prognostics Uncertainty
Modeling Framework.
The main work of the optimization decision making method for fleet CBM considering prognostics uncertainty includes the following steps: (1) the definition of the fleet initial health status based on the RUL prognostic, (2) maintenance program generating, (3) maintenance time and cost estimation, and (4) mission risk assessment. Based on the objects above, the optimal CBM and maintenance program through the rational optimization algorithm is obtained in the paper. The modeling framework is given in Figure 2 .
The Definition of the Fleet Initial Health Status Based on the RUL Prognostic.
Assume the distribution of the th key LRU on the th aircraft is ( ). In the mission period ( 1 -2 ), the probability of failure can be got by
where ( ) is the probability density function of the ( ).
Considering an aircraft fleet containing aircrafts and each include LRMs, the initial health status matrix of all LRM is ( ) that is given by
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Predict all RUL ij of key LRM ij (i = 1, 2, m; j = 1, 2, n)
Calculate the initial failure probability P ij (a) of the key LRM ij at the mission period by the distribution F ij (t) of the RUL ij at the time t 0 in the mission preparation period
Defne the maintenance program of the key LRM, and describe whether the key LRM will be maintained with u ij , while s iq stand for maintenance site
Update the failure probability P ij (b) of the key LRM in the mission period
Calculate the total cost C and time of all LRM maintenance costs by u ij
Calculate the total mission risk of proposed aircraf for dispatching in typical tasks
Evaluate and optimize the program of the CBM 
Maintenance Program Generating.
Maintenance program considers whether a certain LRM should be maintained and the selection of the ISSs. The maintenance matrix of fleet can be described as
where = 1 means that the th LRM of the th aircraft needs to be repaired; otherwise, = 0. According to the assumption (4), the LRM can be maintained at the same place; however, many the LRMs fails. Therefore, the ISS matrix of the fleet is shown as
where = 1 means that the th aircraft should be maintained at the th ISS; otherwise, = 0.
Maintenance Time and Cost Estimation.
Assume repairing the th LRM spends time and needs cost . According to the assumption (5), the total maintenance time of the th aircraft is given as
There may be more than one aircraft that should be repaired at ISS , so the total maintenance time of all aircrafts can be calcluated as
The total maintenance cost of all aircrafts can be got as
Mission Risk Assessment
Step 1 (modify the health matrix of the fleet). Whether the aircraft is "dispatching" or "dispatching after maintenance" should be taken into consideration when calculating the mission risk of the fleet. The status of the aircraft should be updated if the single strategy of the fleet is "dispatching after maintenance. " Then, the modified health status matrix ( ) of the fleet can be built according to the Assumption (3). Consider ( ) = 0 after the LRM on the th aircraft was renewed; otherwise, ( ) = ( ) without renew. The elements in the matrix can be obtained by
Step 2 (estimate the failure probability of the single aircraft and rank). The failure probability of the single aircraft could be estimated after modifying the health matrix of the fleet. According to the first assumption, "the aircraft fails when any key LRM fails"; the failure probability ( ) of the th aircraft can be given as
Formula (10) can be obtained according to (1) , (8), and (9):
Then, Pro( ) = 1, 2, . . . , can be obtained by sorting the failure probability of single aircraft in ascending order. The ordered failure probability of the aircraft is given as pro( ) ( ) = ( ) .
Suppose 2 ( ) is the smallest Pro( ). Then, set Pro(2) = 1, and let 1 ( ) = 2 ( ) after reordering. Pick up aircrafts of which Pro( ) = 1, 2, . . . , when the mission needs dispatch aircrafts.
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Step 3 (calculate the mission risk of the fleet). Assume the serious consequences of the mission that failed are similar without taking the economic losses into account. The failure probability of the fleet mission can be calculated by the following according to (7):
where is the mission risk.
Optimization Problem and Algorithms Design
4.1. Problem Description. The optimization problem in the paper is to find a fleet CBM strategy with acceptable risk and lowest cost considering prognostics uncertainty. Thus, describe the objective of the optimization as
The constraints that should be considered about involve the maintenance ability constraint of the site, the time constraint , the security risk constraint , the mission risk constraint , and the variable constraint .
For first constraint , set = 0 ( = 1, 2 . . . , ) and = 0 ( = 1, 2 . . . , ) if none of LRMs need maintenance. Else if any LRM requires maintenance, then = 1 and the corresponding = 1 while the other = 0. Thus, the can be described as
All maintenance of site should be finished before the mission starts. Thus, the can be given as
Assume that the total number of the aircraft which maintained at site is ∑ =1 = > 1 (where the number of aircraft is 1, 2, . . . , ). If ∑
−1 =1
× ≤ 1 − 0 < ∑ =1 × , which means the maintenance for the th aircraft could not be finished before the mission start time, this aircraft will not be taken into account when the maintenance decisions is "dispatching after maintenance. "
It will not be allowed to dispatch if the failure probability is too high for security risk existing in single aircraft. Consider a mission need aircrafts, and the can be described as (15) . Moreover, the mission will fail if (15) could not be met. We have : ( ) < .
According to (12) , can be written as (16) considering the mission risk for fleet. We have
where is the objective of the mission risk. The variable constraint, which means that the variables should be in a certain range, is described as : > 0, ∈ {0, 1} , ∈ {0, 1} = 1, 2, . . . , = 1, 2, . . . , = 1, 2 . . . , .
The conceptual model for aircraft fleet condition based maintenance and dispatch is given as follows:
Optimization Algorithms Design.
The optimization problem cannot meet the KKT (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker) conditions, and the dimension of decision making variables which can be written as × + × is relatively large. So an improved genetic algorithm was proposed in this paper for the problem instead of traditional mathematical methods. The optimization model can be simplified as min ( , )
where is the maintenance matrix while the is the ISS matrix.
The problem has more variables and constraints, so the solution quality of problem and the convergence rate could not be satisfied. Therefore, the improvement strategy of the genetic algorithm is given in Figure 3. 
Define the Initial Population of the Maintenance Matrix
. According to the multifactor and 2-level orthogonal experimental design in order to cover widely, define the initial population of the maintenance matrix . The initial population should be filtered so as to make the convergence faster. Moreover, the number of the aircraft needs to be repaired in the population which should be less than considering the dispatched requirements and the cost of the maintenance. The relationship among those factors is shown as
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Solve the ISS Matrix .
It is necessary to find a set of feasible solutions which meet the constraint of the ability of ISS and the maintenance time on the basis of a certain . The following heuristic rules can be used in order to reduce the amount of computation, increasing the efficiency of solving.
Step 1. According to formula (13) , an initial value of the can be given with the certain . If ∏ =1 (1 − ) = 1, the aircraft need not be repaired and all ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) = 0; otherwise, the aircraft needs to be repaired. Then, the determining condition is described as ∑ =1 = 1 and ∈ {0, 1}.
Step 2. Consider that there are aircrafts need not be repaired. Remove rows which stand for these aircrafts. Then, a new ( − ) × matrix which represents the new relationship between the ISS and the aircraft that needs to be repaired can be built as the reduced cycle matrix of .
Step 3. The maintenance time of the aircraft needs to be repaired in matrix which can be obtained by formula (5) . Then, the average maintenance time AMT of the ISSs is given by AMT = ∑ − =1
/ . It can be determined not meet the time constrain if max( ) > 1 − 0 or AMT > 1 − 0 , then turn to Step 6. Otherwise, turn to Step 4.
Step 4. Initialize the matrix , and set = 0 ( = 1, 2,. . . , − , = 1, 2, . . . , ).
Step 5. Set the value of the matrix from the first row to the th row. The method of the th is described as follows.
(a) Calculate the value of | − AMT| (  =  1, 2, . . . , -) . If the aircraft makes the | − AMT| = min | − AMT|, then = 1. Furthermore, the aircraft can be selected in random if there is more than one aircraft that meets this formula.
(b) Remove the line in which the aircraft is in to build a new reduced cycle matrix . Update the remaining maintenance time = 1 − 0 − of the site .
(c) Compare the and the for the . If the formula "min( ) | = ≤ " can be met by a parameter , form a new reduced cycle matrix and set = 1. Moreover, the remaining available reference time should be updated as = ( ) − . This work should be repeated until the min ( ) > ; then, turn to the ( + 1)th row.
Step 6. The matrix should be adjusted if the constraints of resource maintenance cannot be met. Consider that the maintenance cost should be as low as possible and the requirement of the mission risk should be satisfied; the elements which = 1 should find ( ) corresponded and the min{ ( )}; then, set = 0. Return to Step 1 and repeat after finishing the update for the until meeting constrains and .
Deal with the Constrain of the Mission Risk.
Some matrix which is initial or got by adjusting, crossover, and mutation may not meet the requirement of the mission risk constrain. The penalty method can be used in the method followed to solve this problem. The energy function for every can be written as
where ( , ) is the vector of the penalty function and the ( , ) = max{0, ( , )}, while , which is the penalty factor vector, is a large positive number.
Step 1 (fitness function design). The fitness function is given as follows in order to minimize the objective function:
where max and min are the maximum and the minimum values of the energy function in the population.
Step 2 (selection, crossover, and mutation). Proportional selection, single-point crossover, and the basic alleles can be used in solving this problem.
This problem can be dealt with by some method written in the article [24] [25] [26] in order to avoid the premature and the stalling that appear in the genetic algorithms. The Scientific World Journal Simulate the annealing stretching for fitness before selecting the operator as follows:
where is the size of the population and is the genetic algebra, while 0 is the initial temperature and is the fitness of the ith individual. and can be defined as (24) in order to make the crossover and mutation probability changing dynamic with the fitness, which means that if the fitness of each individual is consistent, and will increase; otherwise, they will decrease:
where max and avg are the maximum fitness and the average fitness in the populations and the is the maximum fitness of the parent. The 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 are all constant.
Case Study
Consider a fleet containing 10 aircrafts and each aircraft includes 4 LRM (A, B, C, D) of which life can be predicted. Assume the RUL following Gaussian distributions ( , 2 ), and the mean and the variance 2 are given in Table 1 . The mission requires dispatch 8 aircrafts one hour later and lasting two hours.
should be below the 10 −8 while should be below 10 −6 . Assume there are 3 ISSs, of which ability of the maintenance are the same, being in charge of all aircrafts' maintenance. The maintenance time and cost of each LRM is given in Table 2 .
Consider that there are 100 individuals in populations, and one of these individuals is described as follows: 
Set up the 1 = 2 = 0.97, 3 = 4 = 0.02. The result is described in Figure 4 after 250 iterations. The total cost of the maintenance is 14439.3 and the mission risk is 8.95 * 10 −07 which meet the requirement. Then, optimal maintenance program can be written as Table 3 
Then, the optimal scheme of aircraft CBM and dispatching are described completely in Table 3 , where the elements in the table such as LRMc, LRM B/D are the LRMs that need to be repaired. There are six aircrafts and eight LRMs that need to be repaired, and the numbers of the aircrafts that need dispatch are 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10.
Conclusion
prognostics uncertainty and the resource constrain. The CBM and dispatch process of fleet is analyzed; the modeling method and an improved genetic algorithm for the problem are given, and the method is verified by case about fleet with 10 aircrafts.
The main advantages of this method are shown as follows.
(1) The alternative strategy sets for single aircraft are defined; then, the optimization problem of fleet CBM is translated to the combinatorial optimization problem of single aircraft strategy. The relationship between maintenance strategy and mission risk is established, and the problem becomes easier to solve. (2) This paper used the RUL distribution, which has the maximum information and the highest in prognostics. It has more accurate description of the uncertainty compared with others. (3) The optimization decision with risk for fleet CBM is realized. The fleet mission risk is quantitatively assessed, and the optimal CBM strategy for fleet could satisfy the requirement of lowest maintenance cost and acceptable risk.
This paper presents a theoretical approach for fleet CBM considering prognostics uncertainty. Some factors have been simplified, such as the cost of risk, the consequences of risk mission, the effect of the CBM process form ability of maintenance personnel, and the effect of random failures. The focus of further work is a more detailed and comprehensive model considering all above factors.
